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data > decision



Olden Times



Modern Times



Old: data + 🤔 = decision



Self-Service Analytics

The system by which line of business 
professionals or analysts can access and work 
with data to generate insights, predictive or not, 
and data visualizations with little direct support 
from the data scientists, IT, or larger data team 
(though the SSA platform itself should be 
supported by these personas)

Operationalization

The process of converting data insights into actual 
large-scale business and operational impact. This 
means bridging the huge gap between the 
exploratory work of designing machine learning 
models and the industrial effort (not to mention 
precision) required for deployment within actual 
production systems and processes. The process 
includes, but is not limited to: testing, IT 
performance, tuning, setting up a data monitoring 
strategy, and monitoring operations.  

This is all good!



Old: data + 🤔 = decision

New: data > 🤖 > decision > action



Application Programming Interfaces



{“data”:
{“f1” : 1
“f2” : 2

}
}

{“out”:
{“p0” : .1

“p1” : .9
}

}
API

New, in more detail
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1. You produce something

2. You package it

3. And you ship it...

4. (Ideally) with some degree of quality control

Productionalization = 



Design complex recommendation engines 

combining price, content, and demand logics 
(the final models actually combine 3 predictive 
models)

Automatically generate such 

recommendation engines based on each of its 
seller’s data and data models

Operate models in real time and update 

them with no downtime, scaling up on a fully 
managed platform on top of Kubernetes

An AI-enabled layer on top 
of an existing product
powered by Dataiku

Dataiku customer provides a sales management software platform to 4,000 B2B clients (including 
several Fortune 100 companies), and has deployed Dataiku in order to:

How a major software player auto-deploys 12,000 models
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Custom or pre-built



●A model?
●Python function?

1. Produce



●Document
●Package management

2. Package



●Scheduled transport

3. Ship



●Ensure it’s up 
to standard

4. QC



Walk the walk
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Case studies
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1.Cloud-based sales CRM
2.Provide AI-driven UX 

based on customer data
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I. DSaaS



Provide real-time onsite 
assessment of fraudulence 
of IDs

Digital security provider



Storage in 

Amazon S3

Anonymization

Digital security provider



●Deployment 
environments

● Container cluster 
managers (k8s)

Other considerations
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Dataiku: End-to-end platform
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Questions?

Download free version of DSS: https://www.dataiku.com/dss/
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